OUR ENERGY AND RESOURCES PRACTICE
Our energy and resources is a multi-disciplinary team of highly-experienced lawyers who provide
innovative legal advice for the clients’ shareholder, sovereign, general contractual, financial, and joint
venture disputes.
We partner with our clients to provide cutting-edge advice across the globe and the energy spectrum ‒
oil and gas, conventional electricity generation, renewable energies and nuclear. We advise on complex
legal, financial and commercial issues associated with upstream, midstream and downstream
developments worldwide, onshore and offshore wind, solar, biomass, and conventional power, nuclear,
and energy networks, for global and domestic clients around the world.
Our broad international network helps clients achieve optimum solutions in their disputes specifically
within the power, oil and gas, renewables, nuclear and mining and metals sectors. These disputes cover
assets and relations throughout the globe including Nigeria, CIS countries (including Kazakhstan),
India, UAE, Singapore, Myanmar, Philippines, Turkey, South Korea and Indonesia.
A distinguishing feature of our energy and resources team is our international arbitration experience.
This experience of dispute resolution in relation to the financing and implementation of projects benefits
our clients both in avoiding those problems and in providing effective mechanisms for dealing with
them, if they do arise. By partnering with us, you will have access to a team of experienced energy and
resources lawyers who will provide comprehensive strategic advice on your disputes.
Some highlights of our arbitration work in the energy and resources industry is as below:
Description

Value

Opponent

Seat

Institution

Shareholder disputes in a

US$ 1.1bn

Korean

Singapore

SIAC

Singapore

SIAC

Singapore

SIAC

Singapore

SIAC

thermal power plant

state-owned

construction project in

enterprise

Maharashtra
Dispute under an EPC

US$ 100mn

contract for construction of a

Australian
employer

biofuel plant in the
Philippines
Dispute under a consortium

US$ 100mn

agreement for a rig

Abu Dhabi
shipyard

conversion project
Dispute under a joint venture

US$ 191mn

Indian oil

agreement of an upstream oil

and gas

and gas company with assets

companies

in India, Nigeria, and
Myanmar
Dispute under an EPC

US$ 25mn

contract relating to the

Turkish

Turkish

ICC

Singapore

SIAC

India

Ad hoc

India

Ad hoc

India

Ad hoc

India

Ad hoc

employer

construction of a circulating
fluidized bed combustion
boiler in Istanbul, Turkey.
Dispute under a coal trading

US$ 3.8mn

contract for non-payment of

Dubai
company

monies
Dispute under an EPC

US$ 265mn

Indian state-

contract for conversion of a

owned

mobile offshore drilling unit

enterprise

into a mobile offshore
production unit
Dispute under a project

US$ 2mn

Indian oil

management agreement for a

and gas

rig conversion project

company

Disputes under an EPC

US$ 10mn

Indian state-

contract for oil storage in

owned

Telangana

enterprise

Disputes under an EPC

US$ 8mn

Indian state-

contract for oil tankage in

owned

Gujarat

enterprise

Some highlights of litigation work in the energy and resources industry is as below:
Description

Value

Opponent

Jurisdiction

Dispute faced by a Singapore

US$ 50mn

Indonesian

Singapore and

companies’ coal and logistics

individuals and

Indonesian

division in Indonesia

Singaporean

courts

companies
Dispute under an MWD
services’ agreement for nonpayment of monies

US$ 1.7mn

Singapore oil and gas
services company

India
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